
 
  

 

 

 

 

Our Roy customer called us after putting an offer on property in Roy.  The property was everything they wanted, 
but did not have a barn for their animals.  They knew they needed 4 stalls and knew they wanted a wood exterior.  
It took 4 meetings to solidify the other details, but they contracted for the barn just over a month after moving in 
to their new home. 

The barn features (4) 12’ x12’ PermaStalls which include 2” x 6” S/B tongue and groove wood walls, 7’ high grilled 
stall fronts with grilled 4’ x 8’ sliding doors. The stalls each have a 4’ x 8’ steel Dutch door and also a feed door. 
Clients who choose our PermaStall system for protecting their animals love the strength, flexibility and safety 
record of our stall design. Every barn should have a tack room! Our clients tack is 12’ x 12’ x 8’ with ½” CDX walls 
and ceilings. Of course one thing that makes this barn so appealing is the outer walls are made of board and 
batten 5/8” T1-11 trimmed with cedar. (2) 10’ x 48’ x 10’ roof only lean-tos side the primary barn. Topping off this 
Pierce County Barn is a 4’ x 4’ cupola with red roof and horse weathervane. 

As the picture attests our clients’ desire was a 5 star barn and that’s what PermaBilt® delivered. The building is a 
beautiful complement to the stunning home on 20 acres in this beautiful gated community.  More construction 
details are on the following page. 
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